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HEALTH EDUCATION AND THE VENEREAL DISEASES
A Summary of the Proceedings of a Conference of the Central Council for

Health Education *
In opening the Conference, the chairman, Dr. C. Hill, referred to the extension

of duties and responsibilities in the domain of health education which had been
readily accepted by the Central Council. Among these is the responsibility,
under the Minister's authority, for public enlightenment in venereal diseases.
There was general agreenent that before the problem of venereal diseases could
be effectively dealt with the surrounding secrecy must be dispelled.
By the statesmanship and courage of the Minister, the history-making broadcast

of Sir Wilson Jameson and the cooperation of the" Press, this has been effected.
However, wide dissemination of the facts of venereal diseases is only the first
stage. Next must come the evolution of a policy and the method of promoting
action. The Central Council has called this Conference with the object of inviting
frank and free discussion on ways and means of tackling the problem.
The Minister of Health, Mr. Ernest Brown, M.P., welcomed the opportunity

of speaking to the representatives of local authorities at a time when the policy
on venereal diseases is being reviewed.
He felt that all are agreed that the problem must be tackled now in the interests

of the public health and of the nation's. war effort with all our resources. The
Minister paid tribute to the efforts of. the local authorities, the British Social
Hygiene Council and'the Central Council for Health Education in the face of
great difficulties.

Ignorance and secrecy, powerful aids to the social evil of venereal diseases,
necessitated a courageous and coordinated programme of publicity and education.
The help of the British Broadcasting Corporation, of the Press and of the debates
in both Houses of Parliament have cleared the ground for discussion and education.
By this great advance the normal chahnels have been opened up at last for publicity
on a neglected topic. The approval of the public as a whole to the new approach
has created an opportunity to be pursued.

Regulation 33B, necessary as a war-time measure but one which leaves un-
changed the general voluntary basis of treatment, is only one item in the Govern-
ment's programme. The present attack included the production of posters
available.for local authorities, also a press advertising campaign in the provincial
and national newspapers and periodicals. The causes and urgent -necessity for
treatment of venereal diseases are stressed and the facilities for advice and treat-
ment indicated. Suitable films for ordinary cinema programmes are also to be
exhibited. The Minister emphasized that central'publicity, to be effective, must
be supported by local education and he urged local authorities to take full advant-
age of the poster, leaflet, lecture and film facilities available. Medical Officers of
Health can do much to help in the campaign by including references to venereal
diseases in general health talks. It would be more effective if the subject could
form part of a general health educational programme. The local authorities were
urged to reconsider periodically the adequacy of the treatment facilities in their
area including the use of specially experienced general practitioners. The hours
of service available at treatment clinics may need alteration to suit local hours of
work and transport time-tables. The Minister looked for the help of all local
authorities in addition to those which are responsible for the provision of
treatment.

Such a great social evil provides a sphere in which everyone can help, and the
support of the Churches in educating the public on the religious and moral aspects
of the problem will be welcome. l3he education authorities and teachers, the
doctors, health visitors, welfare workers, youth leaders and parents all have a
part to play in supporting the campaign. The problem is of such far-reaching
import that no one who can contribute should remain inactive or silent.

* Held in London, 26th February, 1943.
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The Archbishop of Canterbury, the.most Reverend W. Temple, D.D., welcomed
the opportunity to speak on the Church's approach to the question. The problem,
although obviously in part a medical question, is also a social, moral and spiritual
problem which calls for the full cooperation amongst all the various forces and
organizations concerned. In the present problem, where spiritual, moral, social
and medical aspects are discoverable, they should receive attention in that order.
If men and women would abstain from fornication the problem would be reduced
greatly and become a purely medical matter. The bulk of the evil is primarily a
moral problem.
To attain the first object, the practice of continence, the influence of a good

home is paramount. The promotion of healthy family life by an adequate supply
of housing and aid to parents in the wise upbringing of children is of inestimable
value.
Next comes the influence of school and of young people's associations as a help

to form character during adolescence. Even more potent is the suggestion
afforded by habits of practice and conversation and the attitude of authority.
Suggestion appeared to outweigh teaching. It is a fundamental principle of great
importance that governments affect the people's conduct far more by principles
implicit in their acts than by the requirements of legislation or the severity of the
penalties. When the authorities ignore this principle, as illustrated by the instruc-
tion to Army recruits in the use of prophylactics, the implication is that many are
expected to practice fornication. The inevitable suggestion leads to an increase
in promiscuous intercourse and resultant- disease.

This outlook on a moral problem as if it were primarily a medical problem
constitutes a fundamental objection to Regulation 33B. Its very existence implies
that the authorities' concern over infectious contacts is to make fotnication
medically safe. The evil suggestion would have been far less potent if the intro-
duction of the regulation had been preceded by a vigorous educational campaign.
To proceed further by making the diseases notifiable would be far worse then the
regulation. But in, combating this great menace the Church has shared with
others the cowardly tendency to avoid a disagreeable subject.

First, then, in our educational campaign we must put the sacredness of sex;
a treatment of the subject which ignores this fundamental truth cannot be satis-
factory. Secondly, the teaching of the duty and possibility of chastity must dispel
the. immense amount of ignorance. These two positive points must be recognized
as fundamental.

Also important are the provision of ample educational and recreational activity
and facilities for happy social intercourse since one of the main causes of mis-
conduct is boredom and separation from home and family.

Bailie Violet Robertson, speaking for the North, welcomed the new measures
and congratulated the Minister on his courageous handling of the problem. An
important forward step has been taken with Regulation 33B towards that enlighten-
ment which is essential in the control of venereal diseases.
On the Clyde where excellent port welfare work has already been done by the

British Social Hygiene Council, more recreational facilities of a health nature
have been provided and small ships, are also doing valuable social service. There
are now nine port welfare committees set up throughout Scotland. The work of
the women police has been of great value, yet it is felt that police powers are too
limited. As it is still possible for girls to be taken on board ship for immoral
purposes the police powers should be extended so as to control such a procedure.
Miss Manchee, Chief Almoner, St. Mary's Hospital, Paddington, agreed that

there was a great increase in the interest of the people in venereal diseases. Yet
there still exists the popular fallacy that such diseases are the punishment of vice;
also that infected women are necessarily professional prostitutes. A visit to a
women's clinic would soon remove this misunderstanding. All big clinics treat
some prostitutes but also many unprofessional prostitutes who have a regular
job but add to their earnings. There is also a high proportion of married women
the majority of whom have been infected by their husbands.
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On the subject of prostitution, Miss Manchee referred to the dangers awaiting
young girls who came alone to London from the country. Near the railway
terminus there are houses of bad repute and the trains are met by persons who
offer young girls jobs such as housemaids, or nursemaids. Sometimes these girls
fall into good hands and sometimes into bad hands. It is surprising how many
people who are responsible householders will employ a young girl as a general
maid but entirely disregard any facilities for her recreation. Rarely has she the
privilege and facilities of inviting her friends to the home. Most employers take
no interest in where or how their girls spend their free half day. Usually they
have nowhere to go and frequently meet bad company. The parents and homes
are probably far distant and later some girls may drift into a common lodging
house and when the money runs out their companions tell them how to earn some
more. What hands are held out to help these girls? Those in stable positions and
good homes look on them with scorn and call them prostitutes which, sooner or
later, they become.

At present there is an almoner in only five of the V.D. clinics in London and one
in a provincial clinic. A great opportunity is being lost in those clinics which do
not have an almoner to whom the girls can confide their social troubles. How
many of these girls need not only the treatment, but home and work and food and
hope in life ? The value of the clinic depends upon a threefold partnership of
doctor, nurse and social worker.

Dr. Otto May drew the attention of the Conference to two fundamental medical
aspects, one, that of total abstinence from sex irregularity and the other of prophy-
laxis. There has been a great deal of exaggeration about the strength of the
primitive sex urge. A profoundly important point is the big gap between the time
when a boy or girl becomes sexually mature and the time when they can marry
and support a family. Any factor which makes marriage at an earlier age more
possible will reduce the incitement to promiscuity. Stressing the importance of
total abstinence from extra-marital intercourse will be useless if the many incentives
to the opposite are left to tempt young people. As mentioned by the Archbishop,
teaching is a poor second to suggestion and one of the most potent sources of
suggestion at the moment is the state of the streets. The prostitute takes no part
in the war effort but is left at her trade which is virtually a reserved occupation.
This difficulty must be tackled and the streets cleared of a condition which is a
present disgrace to Great Britain.
The value of prophylactics should not be a plank in the educational platform

but a matter for personal discussion between doctor and patient and should not be
included in the campaign carried out by the Central Council on the educational
aspect of the diseases.

Dr. Maitland Radford, Medical Officer of Health, St. Pancras, pointed out some
differences in point of view between the Church and the secular approach. The
Archbishop had stated that the teaching of the sacredness of sex should be part
of our educational campaign but it would be untrue to represent it as a fact that
sex was universally regarded as being sacred. The sexual function has a wider
significance than the production of children, for many married people regard
sex equally as a source of happiness and self-expression. We must recognize such
differences in outlook before we can all work well together.
By our educational campaign we are striving to overcome venereal diseases.

We attack soliciting, public indecency and prostitution. Irresponsible sexual
behaviour, over-indulgence in alcohol and illegitimacy are to be deplored. The
teaching of the Church outlook on sex morality may raise difficulties, for it may
establish a kind of taboo to which the individual becomes a slave. The breaking
out of the taboo may produce rebels and outcasts.
Alderman E. Bloom, West Hartlepool, referring to a life-long seaport experience,

considered that knowledge on sex matters should be imparted to children of
thirteen and older. Their only opportunity today of acquiring such knowledge is
from street talk. He suggested that the Conference should give a lead to the
education authorities to impart knowledge on sex matters to these children.
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Sir Drummond Shiels believed that the recognition of the taboo concerning
venereal diseases, which may take a generation to disappear, must govern treatment
and education. While it remains compulsory notification will hot be helpful. Also
where such a system is in force it produces a large proportion of false names and
addresses given at the clinics. Our schemd must remain voluntary, although
Regulation 33B will have an important effect on a small number of infected
individuals. The value of a good clinic depends on the friendly atmosphere, con-
venient hours of service and the humanizing ministering of an almoner. Sir
Drummond believed that venereal diseases should be dealt with not only in general
health education but also in sex education.

Sir Francis Freemantle favoured. the Archbishop's acceptance of the Presidency
of the Central Council and the stress he laid upon the moral side of the problem,
but he did not agree with the Archbishop regarding Regulation 33B or the division
of the problem into moral and medical aspects. The medical man must take the
moral as well as the material view.- Although the Archbishop had made an
appeal to the moral side, a Gallup poll has shown that only 20 per cent of the
population owe any allegiance to the Church. We have to deal with the remaining
80 per cent and the Church has failed in tackling, the matter.

The Reverend George Kendall in defence of the Church said that he had been
speaking in the open air on venereal diseases for years and stressed the value of
such open-air work. Much good had been done by the Alliance of Honour and
the Public Morality Council.

Dr. David Nabarrp, speaking of syphilis, said that one of the greatest discoveries
of modern Medicine was that by treating the infected mother during pregnancy
she can produce a healthy child. In Great Britain there are still many infected
babies born dead or who die in their first year. Many others who survive are
crippled for life or have to be cared for in blind schools or mental defective institu-
tiops. Congenital syphilis throws a heavy burden on the community. He urged
the testing of the blood of every expectant mother so that treatment for syphilis
can be given when found necessary.

Alderman Bingley, of Warwickshire, considered that legislation without religion
is a poor instrument. The part of the health authorities is neither to condone nor
to condemn but to cure. The Conference should enable all concerned to make a
more intensive and new approach'to the problem in hand.

Dr. C. Hamilton Wilkie reviewed the anti-venereal measures used in Leicester-
shire since 1931 up to which year little had been done to enlighten the general
public. Public lectures, including lantern slide demonstrations and subsequent
free discussions, had been an unqualified success since their beginning in 1932.
Lantern slides, which could be varied to suit the particular audience, were of more
value, than set films. Discussions demonstrated a desire for education on sex
problems. From his experience of lecturing on 180 occasions to civilians or
memnbers of the Forces Dr. Wilkie drew some important conclusions.

The freely advertised public lectures attracted a varied crowd comprising middle-
aged persons, a few past and present patients, a few neurasthenics and the morbidly
curious. The main object of the lectures-the attraction of the young people-
was not achieved. Lectures delivered to factory workers and various organiza-
tions, however, reached a young audience, receptive for knowledge and keen for
guidance. Such lectures, often compulsory, created a diffefent atmosphere in
which discussions were intelligent and valuable. War conditions have'developed
a new outlook on public health education and there is no doubt about the great
value -of lectures to the youth of the country in the Forces and in civilian life.
There seems to be some disappoint'ment that the lectures do not bring more
infected persons to the clinics, but their final value is in the sphere of prevention
of disease and the ultimate criterion of success is a decrease in the number of
infections.
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Every lecture on venereal diseases should stress that the ideal preventive measure
is complete loyalty between husband and wife. It should refer to some of the
non-venereal disorders for the public should know that all who attend a clinic are
not necessarily infected nor guilty of having broken our moral code. The lecturer
should be a specialist in his subject, should have both aptitude and keenness for
the job and be capable and ready to deal wisely and humanly with free discussions.
Although broadcasting and the aid of the Press will achieve much, they cannot
replace the personal lecture followed by free question and answer.
Lord Winster speaking of welfare work among seamen stated that one good

effect of the present war was to dispel the unhealthy atmosphere of fear, mystery
and hypocrisy which has cloaked the venereal diseases for so long. They should
be on the same footing as other diseases. In many cases the existing social system,
with its low wages, insecurity of employment and housing difficulties, renders
marriage more difficult for the young.
The seamen of the Merchant Navy have more difficulties to contend with than.

those of the Royal Navy. For the latter there have been many improvements
during this century, in pay, prospects and recreational amenities. Wherever it
may go the Royal Navy has its corporate life ashore and abroad; but, wherever
the merchant seaman goes he is a more homeless man, although societies such as
the Mission to Seamen do work of great value both at home and in foreign ports.
The war-time increase in venereal diseases in the ports is an important problem.

The majority of men infected are foreign seamen who are peculiarly homeless at
present. Having nowhere to go when ashore breeds boredom leading to alcohol
and all too often to bad company. It is clear that improved amenities for seamen
ashore are most desirable.

Lord Winster expressed the wish that the personal hospitality offered to the
fighting men could be extended to foreign seamen in our ports. Institutions
catering for seamen should also welcome their sweethearts and friends. Local
authorities serving on Port Welfare Committees can help by concentrating on the
provision of good amenities through the Seamen's Welfare Board. He stressed
the monotony of the seaman's life, his uncomfortable surroundings at sea, the
unattractiveness of many ports and his sense of being an unwanted stranger in a
strange land. All these tend to drive him in one direction.
As the increase in the venereal diseases is greater in the ports the local authorities

have a real responsibility. Information as to treatment clinics should be displayed
more conspicuously and in several languages in the docks. Seamen should be
warned against quack doctors in foreign ports and made aware that their ship
carries a list of approved and free clinics abroad as well as at home. Lord Winster
thought that the Primate's argument contained some omissions for there is not
any other form of wrongdoing which has medical consequences to the individual
and maybe to his wife and his children. He could not accept the " wages of sin
is death " argument as long as it is possible for innocent wives and children to
bear the consequences of the man's wrongdoing.

Dr. T. 0. Garland thought that the problem of venereal diseases in the industrial
population had been somewhat submerged by the present emphasis on conditions
in the Forces. The industrial position appears to be partly due to the. highly
confidential nature of treatment for civilians and the remarkable ignorance of the
industrial population.
Today the conditions of work in industry are very similar to those for members

in the Forces at home. Industrial workers are conscripted; they may work far
from home often on a task that they have not chosen themselves; they are far
less physically fit and suffer heavy casualties. Little is done to maintain their
morale or to relieve their domestic worries, compared with what is done for men
and women in the Forces. The factors of loneliness, boredom and emotional
unhappiness tend to foster sexual promiscuity. Although the workers probably
have better pay and fewer liberty restrictions they are burdened with long working
hours and get little leave.
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It is against this background that we must recognize two types of sexual irregu-
larity. The adolescent type of promiscuity without much sense of responsibility
is, like masturbation, indulged in because of conditions producing loneliness and
emotional starvation. The social approach must be to counteract such factors
and to help youth towards maturity and acceptance of adult responsibilities in
all spheres.
The adult type of sexual relationship develops upon a responsible partnership

between the two sexes. This is achieved in successful marriages, but is also often
developed outside marriage particularly between those who intend to marry as
soon as they can. This widespread adult extra-marital sex partnership is not
surprising when we appreciate that men and women are ripe for marriage in their
early twenties. Anyone who has, a real knowledge of' the emotional life of the
people will know how widespread is a full sex li-fe before marriage and that this is
often of a relatively mature character in contrast to that of adolescent irresponsi-
bility. We must, therefore, cater for the fact that a large section of the population
does not wait for marriage and is not likely to do so under present economic and
social circumstances.
As regards the tackling of the problem of venereal diseases in industry, the

shop stewards, men and women, are even more encouraging than the medical
officers on the educational approach to the workers. The managements are less
generous with their offers of cooperation. Personal inquiries regarding a venereal
diseases campaign among industrial workers indicate a mixed support from the
doctors and managements, but the full support of the leadership-of the workers.
Also, all sections of opinion suggested that any ethical or moral approach would
be of little use.
The lack of unity on the policy for education and propaganda is a great handicap.

There are two main schools'of thought in the field. One advocates the " preach
and treat " policy and the other which, in view of the failure of the former, would
add information on prevention and self-disinfection after risk. The bulk of the
workers' leadership would undoubtedly support the latter approach.

Education on sex physiology offers common ground to these two schools of
opinion. The pamphlets issued by the Central Council for Heafth Education on
sex physiology are satisfying an acute educational need. Although all available
pamphlets mention the venereal diseases none give any information on propfiy-
lactic measures, which is surprising in view of the modern stress on prevention as
against treatment. Such information is wanted by the workers and members
of the Forces. In discussing the choice of methods to be adopted in educating
the workers, for example, lectures, films, literature, type of lecturer, audience and
place, Dr. Garland felt that- it was impossible to lay down any hard and fast rules.
What was essential before launching any campaign in a factory was a full consulta-
tion with the workers' representatives.

It is of prime importance to remember that the venereal diseases are, first and
foremost, a social and economic affection, and that ultimately the solution is an
earlier assumption by the people of full adult responsibilities.

Dr. f1sie Vincent, from her experience as organizer and lecturer for the Central
Council realized that the attitude of adolescents created a formidable problem.
Several instances of wanton sex indulgences and talk between adolescents were
mentioned which indicated how much home conditions mattered and how great
and urgent was the need for sound sex physiology instruction at an early age.
Dr. Vincent found that the fourteen to twenty year old groups have an attitude
which is very' difficult to eradicate. She was definitely in favour of sex education
in the schools and felt that it was necessary at the age of eleven to twelve years.

- Father Leycester King (Jesuit Priest of Heythrop College) commented on the not
unexpected divergence of views that was evident in the discussion. The aim must
be that of a moral ideal. The social implications of the veaereal diseases were vast
and affected every portion of the social fabric, but they must be faced and combated
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by a moral ideal. His faith told him that men and women in a state of desperate
necessity are to be helped. The question of the rehabilitation of the prostitute
and of the unmarried mother is of major importance. Education is essential
but we must have an ideal to strive for.

Surgeon-Captain Lloyd-Jones, R.N., mentioned that in his hospital there had
been 1,000 cases of venereal diseases from one large port alone. In view of the
trend of modern Medicine towards the prevention of disease there should be a
reinvestigation of the possibility of introducing chemical prophylaxis as a form
of early treatment.
Alderman Mrs. Bonham Pigg, of St. Pancras, London, considered that everyone

could and should help to dispel ignorance by discussing the subject frankly.
Those engaged in Air Raid Precaution circles, firewatching and other civic duties
could do good conversational work on the subject.
The Rev. J. Morrell, Church of England Moral Welfare Council, laid emphasis

on the need for the teaching of sexual continence, indicating that cQntrol is the
only way to true happiness. The main lesson of the Church's teaching was that
there is a real prize to be won by those who can control their instincts. The
ordinary man and woman in Great Britain believes in the truth and the relevance
of the Christian moral code.

Dr. S. K. Appleton, of London, suggested that the Central Council should make
an urgent appeal to all medical officers of health that talks should be arranged for
the pre-Service youth organizations. There is now ready access to such organiza-
tions as the Air Training Corps, Sea Cadets, Home Guard Cadets and Girls'
Training Corps. These girls and boys should be trained against the enemy on
their threshold.

Dr. Feldman, of London, warned the public that if the entire handling of the
venereal diseases is left in medical hands it would lead to disaster. Modern youth,
in its quest for guidance, expects much more from a medical lecturer than a list of
signs and symptoms of a disease or prophylactic advice. Venereal diseases cannot
be dissociated from definite social implications. He thought that the two appar-
ently divergent viewpoints expressed at the Conference were reconcilable and he
appealed to the Central Council to constitute a practical philosophy of sex educa-
tion, not venereal diseases education, with emphasis on sex and education which
will enable every citizen to derive benefit from it.
Mr. Alfred Kent (Alliance of Honour) thought there had been a tendency to

isolate venereal diseases and a failure to realize that they were the physical result
of anti-social conduct. He reminded the delegates that in the Black Sea Army of
the war of 1914-18 the substitution of moral persuasion was more effective than
the previous prophylactic measures. He was confident that the man in the
Forces would respond when an ideal of chastity was put forward in the right way.
The long term policy should be that of youth guidance, particularly for those
between the ages of fourteen and eighteen. Church and State must work together
in this issue.

Alderman Milton (Public Health Committee, Bristol) in moving a vote of thanks
to the Chairman and the various speakers, considered that the conference would
enable many local authorities to approach the problem in a frank open manner
and to go forward with their health education programme with encouragement.

"DAMAGED GOODS"
The revival of " Damaged Goods " at the Whitehall Theatre, just when the Ministry of Health

educational campaign against venereal diseases is at its height, is most timely. Sir John Pollock's
original translation of Brieux's play was produced during the war of 1914-18, but there are
inconsistencies in his new version which might well have been avoided either if it had been com-
pletely modernized or if it had been left in its original form. Its value as propaganda and the
quality of the acting may perhaps counteract any shortcomings.
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